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           Many a times, we have seen many words which are used in various ways, for example, 
child, children, childhood, live, lively, livelihood, female, feminine, feminist, feminism, and so 
on. Have we ever observed, why does so happen? How do we change number? For example: a 
cat becomes cats when we say I have 2 cats as my pets. How does goose changes into geese, 
when we are said to change its number? How we make nouns from verbs such as, smoking from 
the verb smoke? This all happens because of not a magic but due to morphology, a branch of 
linguistics. In every language in the world, whether it is written, spoken, or signed, morphology 
is fundamentally involved in both the production of the language, as well as its understanding. 
Morphology is what makes a pointer someone who points someone who points, what makes 
impossible something that is not possible, what makes dogs more than a single dog. Morphology 
is also what makes a teacher for someone who teaches at school, and what makes inedible 
something that cannot be eaten. It is because of only morphology that we write and speak, he is 
going to market and they are going to market.  In my present paper, I want to throw light on the 
importance of morphology and how it can be an important tool to enhance our vocabulary in a 
very interesting and practical way. 

          Morphology plays, according to Wicenowski, two central roles in language. In its first 
role, derivational morphology allows existing words to be used as the base for forming new 
words with different meanings and different functionality. From the above example the noun 
teacher is formed from teach, and impossible has a different semantic meaning with its related 
verb possible. In its second role, inflectional morphology deals with syntactic features of the 
languages such as persons( I am, you are, he/she is), number ( one child, two children), gender ( 
actor, actress), tense ( eat, eats, ate, has/have/had eaten), case ( he, his, him), and degree ( cold, 
colder, coldest). These syntactic features required to varying degrees by different languages, do 
not change the part of the speech of the word( as the verb eat becomes adjective inedible) and do 
not change the underlying meaning of the word ( as cellist from cello). 

         Speaker, writer, and signer of language from these syntactic agreements, called inflections, 
from base words, called roots. In doing so, these producers of language start with a root word 
(for example the verb go), and governed by a set of syntactic features (for example third person, 
singular, present), form the appropriate inflection (goes). This process is called morphological 
generation. In order to make this process more effective, the listeners and observers of language 
must be able to take the inflected word (actresses) and find the underlying root (actor) as well as 
the set of conveyed syntactic features (feminine, plural). This decoding process is called 
morphological analysis. 
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           The presented paper here exclusively throws light on orthography, the way in which 
words are written, not phonology, and the way in which words are spoken. In many languages, 
this distinction is largely meaningless. In Italian for example, words are spoken in very 
systematic relation to how they are written, and vice versa. On the other hand, the association 
between the way words in English are spoken and the way they are written is often haphazard. 

           In linguistics morphology is the study of the internal structure and transformational 
process of words in this way. It is analogous to biological morphology which studies the internal 
structures of animals. The internal structures of animals are its individual organs. The internal 
structures of words are its morphemes. Just as every animal is a structural combination of organs, 
every word in every language of the world is a structured combination of morphemes. Each 
morpheme is an individual unit of meaning. Words are formed from a combination of one or 
more free morphemes and zero or more bound morphemes. Free morphemes are unit of meaning 
which can stand on their own as words. Bound morphemes are also units of meaning. However, 
it cannot occur as words on their own: they can only occur in combination with free morphemes 
from this definition: it follows that a word is either a single free morphemes, with other free and 
bound morphemes. 

          Many English words are comprised of two or three morphemes; word jumped for example, 
is comprised of two morphemes, jump+ ed. Since jump is an individual unit of meaning which 
cannot be broken down further into smallest units of meaning, it is a morphe. And since jump 
can occur on its own as a word in the language, it is a free morpheme. The unit + ed can be assed 
to a large number of English verbs to form the past tense. Since + ed has a meaning, and it 
cannot be further divided into smaller units, it is also a morpheme. However, +ed can occur only 
as a part of another verb, not as a word on its own; therefore it is a bound morpheme. The 
process by which bound morphemes are added to free morphemes can often be describes a word 
formation rule. For example, “work + ed to the end of English verb, work, to form the past tense 
of the verb” is an orthographic word formation rule. This process, since it is true for a large 
number of English verbs, is said to be regular. When  a rule can only be used to explain only a 
small number of words form a language the word formation rule is said to be irregular, for 
example the rule says, “ change the final letter of the root from “o” into string ‘id’ to form the 
past tense.” Which is applicable only to the root- inflection pair do - did, that is irregular. There 
are other processes that deviate from the regular pattern in partially or fully systematic ways for 
certain subjects of the vocabulary. Such processes include the doubling of consonants which 
occur for some verbs (for example: thin – thinned) but not others (for example: train – trained), 
such processes are often referred to as being semic regular.   

          According to Alissa, the average speaker of English knows between 10,000 and 40,000 
words, possibly. Speakers know when two words are related to one another or constructed from 
similar parts, for example, teacher and teaching are two related words very closely as they sound 
and mean the same thing. So, when the readers have this type knowledge, it means they have 
morphological knowledge. Thus it is proved that in order to enhance our vocabulary, 
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morphology consciously and unconsciously is very helpful. It can be a very important tool for 
this purpose. 
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